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Beauty is like other words that are fundamentally applied and with 'construction circumstance'.  

The creative aspect we assert and reinforce comes with events – We feature energy and any energy 

respects are communicated. To avoid use of the term beauty may not be a crime but it neglects 

appreciation for beauty.  

 

 

Beauty concepts include: Beautification, beauty-dialect, beauty-attribution, the conditions for beauty 

awareness and positive understanding.  

 

 

 

 
Exercise - Reflection  

1. Consider what other words function or operate in a similar way. Can you think of any?  

2. Consider cognitive-functioning and perhaps dialogue-response & sharing register in any setting.  

 

 

 
Exercise - Reflection 2  

1. Consider the common spaces of alignment and in what kinds of scenarios in which the word 

Beauty is used.( involving people, objects, places, concepts, events & in discussions of various 

topics ).  

 
Consider how you would use the term:  

 
( i ) Personally use the 'term' beauty naturally ( through habit ) and also ( ii ) With Conscious planning.  
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I believe it is important to appreciate the " core value " of the word "Beauty" ( To never devalue or elevate 

it). Words are expressive digest and they are also assigned with power. While criticism functions in our 

society naturally, attribution is a process of considered value with assertive strength. At times, 

depreciation of value and use in context ( applied configuration ) lowers the esteem of product, people 

and localised register ( perspective drives ).  

 

 
Exercise - Reflection 3 :  
 
I am at peace using language and how to assign it is a transaction of identification that can be applied 
to other words.  
 

 

 

This resource is motivated by the relationship of correspondence and contrast. Everyone exists in Capacity 

and the emphasis we attribute is driven by our own empowerment. I use this particular term as a 

significant example ( Art in context ).  

 

The Navajo prayer below is a cultural blessing that explores beauty awareness. The term explore 

is a navigational bequest of understanding. Through exploring we gain an appreciation and 

forward appreciation for the ‘quality’ of the divine as a human soul. Value attribution is part of 

the prayer scope and functionality. Respect is acquired, reinforced and freely spoken.  

 

It is a blessing that draws attention to inner wilderness and appreciation for the emotional and 

spiritual landscape around us and before us. We worship the divine. 

 

Beauty Way Prayer ( Navajo / Dine ) 

 

In beauty I walk 

With beauty before me I walk 

With beauty behind me I walk 

With beauty above me I walk 

With beauty around me I walk 

It has become beauty again 

Today I will walk out, today everything negative will leave me 

I will be as I was before, I will have a cool breeze over my body. 

I will have a light body, I will be happy forever, nothing will hinder me. 
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I walk with beauty before me. I walk with beauty behind me. 

I walk with beauty below me. I walk with beauty above me. 

I walk with beauty around me. My words will be beautiful. 

In beauty all day long may I walk. 

Through the returning seasons, may I walk. 

On the trail marked with pollen may I walk. 

With dew about my feet, may I walk. 

With beauty before me may I walk. 

With beauty behind me may I walk. 

With beauty below me may I walk. 

With beauty above me may I walk. 

With beauty all around me may I walk. 

In old age wandering on a trail of beauty, lively, may I walk. 

In old age wandering on a trail of beauty, living again, may I walk. 

My words will be beautiful 

 

 

All expressive opportunities are outlined on the website for studio Fine Arts   ( various ages and  

levels ), Diploma Level at distance , 'The Art Filament' and other holistic arts areas in dedication to 

visual arts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


